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Abstract
Neurons in medial entorhinal cortex (MEC), parasubiculum (PaS) and
presubiculum (PrS) of rats code for directionality, position and borders.
Neurons in PaS and PrS have been postulated to provide information relevant
to the emergence of grid cell properties in MEC. In line with this, during
postnatal development stable head direction cells in PaS and PrS are present
before grid cells emerge in MEC. It is not known however whether functional
connectivity between these structures exists at those early postnatal stages.
With the use of a combination of single cell patch recordings and voltagesensitive dye imaging in rat brain slices from postnatal day 5 (P5) to P31 old
rats, we determined when the pathways from PrS and PaS to MEC become
functional, and how they develop over time. Immature monosynaptic
projections of PaS and PrS to MEC layers II and III respectively existed at P9.
From P14 on, the connectivity from PaS to MEC became adultlike. Immature
monosynaptic projections from PrS to MEC layer III became adultlike around
P15. The maturation of the efficacy of both inputs is paralleled by changes in
synaptic and membrane properties as well as morphological changes of the
respective target neurons. In conclusion monosynaptic projections from PrS
and PaS to MEC become functional and adultlike before the emergence of grid
cells in MEC around P16.
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Introduction

Spatial navigation and memory strongly depend on computations in the
1-3
hippocampal and parahippocampal domains . The medial entorhinal cortex
(MEC), parasubiculum (PaS) and presubiculum (PrS), all parts of the
4
parahippocampal region, contain cells that code for position (grid cells) ,
5, 6
7, 8
or various forms of
direction (head direction cells) , borders (border cells)
6, 7
. A majority of principal neurons in superficial
conjunctive representations
MEC layer II (LII) are so-called grid cells that fire at multiple periodic locations
4
forming a grid of hexagons covering the environment . Among the different
theoretical conceptualizations on the emergence of grid cell properties there is
9-11
.
consensus that (head) directional information is a necessary requirement
This last component may originate from principal neurons in deep MEC layers,
6, 12
. It however
since these invariably represent at least a directional code
remains to be established where that code originates from since the entorhinal
cortex lacks direct inputs from the vestibular system. The PaS and PrS, both
established components of the head directional system, receiving vestibular
13
inputs mediated through the anterior thalamic complex , are likely candidates
to bridge the two systems, with parasubicular axons distributing selectively in
14, 15
.
MEC LII, and PrS axons distributing in layer I (LI) and layer III (LIII)
The functional dependence of the layer specific in vivo spatial properties of
neurons in MEC and inputs from PrS and PaS is however still poorly
understood. Attempts to gain insight in this relationship focused recently on the
development of the system, reporting that grid cells in MEC develop from
postnatal day 16 (P16) onwards, whereas head direction cells in PrS and PaS
16, 17
. Here we provide the first
are already present and stable at that age
evidence using single cell recording and voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) optical
imaging in brain slices with preserved connectivity between PrS, PaS and
MEC, that projections from PrS and PaS to MEC become functional around
P9/P10.
We occasionally observed immature functional projections of PaS to MEC LII
and PrS to LIII around P9. After P14, the connectivity from PaS to MEC
became adultlike. In case of the projections from PrS to MEC LIII the
developmental phase lasts till around P15. The maturation into an adultlike
connectional network between PrS, PaS and MEC was paralleled by changes
in electrophysiological and morphological properties of the respective target
principal neurons in LII and LIII. These data show that monosynaptic inputs
from PrS and PaS impact the MEC network before the emergence of grid cell
16, 17
.
properties in MEC around P16
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Methods

Slice preparation. Animal experiments were performed in accordance with the
rules and directives set by the Norwegian Government, Norwegian university
of Science and Technology (NTNU), the Dutch Government, the Vrije
Universiteit, and the European Community on animal well-being. Albino
Sprague-Dawley rats (P5-P31; N=70) (Taconic, Norway and Harlan, The
Netherlands) were anaesthetized with isofluorane (Isofane, Vercore, Marlow,
UK) and subsequently decapitated. The brain hemispheres were quickly
removed from the skull and placed in oxygenated (95 % O 2 - 5 % CO 2 ) ice
cold artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF). After removing the very anterior and
dorsal part of the hemisphere, the remaining part was mounted with the dorsal
surface glued onto a vibratome chuck. During the procedure the brain was still
superfused with saturated ice-cold ACSF. To keep the connectivity between
the PrS, PaS and MEC intact, 400 µm thick semihorizontal slices with an angle
of 10-15 degrees were cut using a vibratome. This approach ensured that the
more mediodorsal and the lateroventral parts of the pre-, para- entorhinal
14, 18
. In case of patch clamp recording,
domains were in the same brain slice
the oxygenated ACSF solution consisted of (in mM): 126 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.25
NaH 2 PO 4 , 3 MgSO 4 , 1 CaCl 2 , 10 Glucose, 26 NaHCO 3 oxygenated with a
mixture of 95 % O 2 - 5 % CO 2 . Slices were transferred to a submerged slice
chamber for at least 1 hour, containing ACSF until used one by one in the
recording chamber superfused with ACSF containing 2 mM MgSO 4 and 2 mM
CaCl 2 .
In case of optical recording, oxygenated ACSF used throughout slice
preparation, incubation and optical recording consisted of (in mM) 124 NaCl, 5
KCl, 1.25 NaH 2 PO 4 , 2 MgSO 4 , 2 CaCl 2 , 22 NaHCO 3 , and 10 D-glucose. The
ACSF was maintained at room temperature.
Voltage-sensitive dye imaging. For optical recordings, each slice was
transferred onto a fine-mesh membrane filter (Omni pore membrane filter,
JHWP01300, Millipore) held in place by a thin plexiglas ring (11 mm inner
diameter; 15 mm outer diameter; 1 to 2 mm thickness). Slices placed in the
plexiglas ring were transferred to a moist interface chamber continuously
supplied with a moistened a mixture of 95 % O 2 – 5 % CO 2 . The temperature
19
for details. The chamber was
of this chamber was held at 32°C see
positioned at a fluorescence microscope (Axio Examiner, Zeiss, Germany).
The slice was subsequently stained in the recording chamber for 3 minutes
with the VSD RH-795 (0.5 mg/ml ACSF). The VSD has excitation and
emission maxima at 530 and 712 nm, respectively. Emission decreases
20
proportionally to depolarizations of the membrane . After staining, extra dye
was washed out with oxygenated ACSF and the preparation was incubated in
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the recording chamber for another 10 - 15 minutes before the optical
measurements were performed. The magnification of the microscope was
adjusted to obtain the appropriate size of field of view. The excitation light
(filtered at 535 ± 25 nm band-pass) was reflected down onto the preparations
by a dichroic mirror (halfreflectance wave length of 580 nm). Epifluorescence
through a long-wavelength pass filter (50 percent transmittance at 590 nm)
was detected with a CMOS-camera (MiCAM Ultima, BrainVision, Japan; 100 X
100 pixels array). When the optical recording was triggered, an electronically
controlled shutter built into the light source (HL-151, Brain Vision, Japan) was
opened for 500 ms prior to the start of recording to avoid both mechanical
disturbance caused by the shutter system and rapid bleaching of the dye. After
starting, the optical baseline was allowed to stabilize for 50 ms before stimuli
were delivered. For all experiments, 512 frames at a rate of 1.0 ms/frame were
acquired. To represent the spread of neural activity, we superimposed colorcoded optical signals on the bright-field image of the slice. In this procedure,
we applied a color code to the fraction of the optical signal, which exceeded
the baseline noise. That is, optical signals with amplitudes close to the
baseline noise were ignored. To reduce baseline noise, we averaged eight
identical recordings acquired with a 3 s interval directly in the frame memory.
Optical signals were analyzed off-line using BrainVision analyses
software. Changes in membrane potential were evaluated as fractional
changes of fluorescence (ΔF/F).
In VSD imaging, each pixel of an image sensor records the sum of the
membrane potential changes of every membranous structure projected onto
the pixel. Thus, fluctuations of the optical signal from baseline represent the
21
sum of membrane potential changes . This allows us to compare the size of
the evoked neural events in an area of interest at a preferred location (for
22
further details see ).
Extracellular stimulation was applied to PrS or PaS. The stimulating electrode
was a tungsten bipolar electrode with a tip separation of 150 µm. Trains of four
600 µA electrical pulses at 10 Hz, 20 Hz, 40 Hz, 50 Hz, and 100 Hz were
used, with a pulse duration of 300 µs.
Patch-clamp recordings with extracellular stimulation. Up to three
simultaneous whole cell current-clamp recordings of MEC neurons were done
under visual guidance using infrared differential interference contrast video
microscopy. Patch pipettes were pulled from borosilicate capillaries (GC120F10, Harvard Apparatus) with a resistance between 4-7 MΩ containing (mM):
110 K-gluconate; 10 HEPES; 4 ATP-Mg; 0.3 GTP; 10 Naphosphocreat; 10
KCl; with 5 mg/ml biocytin; pH 7.3 adjusted with 1 M KOH, and an osmolarity
of around 290 M. The seal resistance was above 1 GΩ. Recordings were
made with a Multiclamp 700A Amplifier (Axon Instruments, Sunnyvale, USA) in

5
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bridge mode. Capacitance compensation was maximal and bridge balance
adjusted. The signal was low pass filtered at 3 kHz and acquired at a sampling
rate of 5 kHz with an Instrutech ITC-18 board (Instrutech Corp., Port
Washington, NY, USA). During recordings neurons were filled with biocytin.
Intrinsic membrane properties were estimated from the voltage response to a
series of current steps. For extracellular stimulation experiments, up to ten
alternating hyperpolarizing and depolarizing steps of 1 s duration incrementally
increasing by 20 pA were applied to the neurons, starting with 0 pA and ending
with ±200 pA, respectively. Next to that we checked whether the neurons
showed membrane potential oscillations by bringing the membrane to a
potential just below threshold for firing while recording the membrane
fluctuations for at least 30 s. In addition we induced oscillatory inputs at fixed
currents, with the frequency increasing and afterwards decreasing linearly in
23
time (so-called ZAP protocol) . We injected for t=28 s sinusoidal currents of
I o =40 pA and recorded the membrane voltage simultaneously. The injected
current I(t) was ramped up from F 0 =0Hz to the maximum frequency of f m =20
Hz : I(t) = I o sin (2π f(t)t) with F(t)=F 0 +(f m -f 0 )t/2T. The impedance amplitude
profile (ZAP) functions allow characterizing the resonance properties.
To study connectivity while intracellular MEC neuron recordings were
performed, PrS or PaS was stimulated with a stimulation electrode that was
covered with a glass pipette (tip diameter of around 1-2 µm) filled with ACSF
or with a tungsten bipolar electrode with a tip separation of 150 µm. The place
of stimulation was chosen due to experience with combined anatomical tracing
18
by visual guidance with a low (2.5 X water)
and physiological experiments
and high magnification lens (10 X water). For all pipette stimulation
experiments, recordings were performed around -62 mV. Inputs from
superficial PrS or PaS layers were stimulated locally with different length,
strength and frequencies controlled by Igor, Master 8 and the stimulation
isolator box itself. Each change in parameters was tested in response to 50
stimulus trains of 1 s duration. The parameters tested were: 0 mV/10 µs, 0.9
mV/10 µs, 9 mV/10 µs, 22.5 mV/10 µs, 45 mV/10 µs, 67.5 mV/10 µs and 90
mV/10 µs and as a control 0 mV/1 ms, 0 mV/0 s, 90 mV/0 s positive pulses.
Repetitive stimulation was performed with 90 mV/10 µs pulses after
confirmation that there is no change in evoked postsynaptic potential (ePSP)
properties comparing strong and weak stimulations and no short-term
dependent plasticity, meaning an equilibrium in ePSP size was reached.
Bipolar stimulation was performed using 300 µs long and up to 600 µA pulses.
For the repetitive stimulation protocols, analysis of in vivo firing properties of
12
head direction neurons was done by investigating spike trains. PrS and PaS
fire either seldom with 1 Hz or they fire in a spike train of one to four repetitions
with a frequency of 10-50 Hz. We thus stimulated slices using frequency inputs
in the range that we found to occur reliably in vivo.
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Analysis of membrane properties of single neurons was done using custommade procedures in Igor Pro Software (Igor Pro software, Wavemetrics, Lake
Oswego, OR, USA.). A sum of two decaying exponential functions, one with
positive, the other with negative amplitude, was fitted to the voltage response
to a -200 pA step to reveal the membrane time constant (τ), the input
resistance and the sag ratio. For the first step after inducing action potentials
(APs), we calculated the following parameters: AP threshold is the maximum in
the second derivate of the voltage trace for the first AP in response to current
injection; AP amplitude is the difference between the maximal amplitude of the
AP and the AP threshold for the first AP in response to current injection. In
addition we calculated the AP half-width, which is the width of the AP at 50
percent amplitude measured from threshold to peak for the first AP and the AP
rise time, which is the time to increase from 20 to 80 percent of the AP amp for
the first AP in response to current injection. In case a neuron showed a
depolarizing afterpotential (DAP) after an AP the amplitude of DAP was
calculated by measuring the difference between the maximal depolarizing
voltage deflection after the AP induced and the amplitude of the threshold for
firing. In those cases where an AP was induced due to threshold
depolarization by DAP, we first analyzed all neurons and checked for the
maximum DAP amplitude. For cases with an induced AP we assigned this
maximum DAP amplitude. We also calculated the inter-spike-interval (ISI)
between pairs of subsequent APs. Analyzing the ISI allows to establish
whether neurons show spike-frequency adaptation (SFA). A point spread
function was performed on current signals just below threshold activity to
analyze membrane potential oscillations. Membrane oscillations were
analyzed for power spectral density (Igor Pro Software procedure; Lake
24
Oswego, OR, USA) using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) . Regarding the ZAP
protocol, a FFT was performed on voltage (V) and current (I) signals and the
impedance was calculated by Z(f)= FFT(V)/FFT(I). The resonance frequency is
the peak in the impedance magnitude versus the frequency plot.
Synaptic events induced by extracellular stimulation were analyzed by taking
an average trace of 50 sweeps of intracellular membrane potential changes in
response to PrS and PaS stimulation and rise and decay times were derived
by fitting two decaying exponential functions to the ePSPs, starting at the
beginning of the event. Postsynaptic potential (PSP) latencies were measured
from the beginning of the stimulus artifact to the ePSP start. The PSP
amplitudes were calculated by measuring the distance between the PSP
threshold and the maximum voltage deflection.
Statistical analysis was performed by using a univariate or multivariate
analysis (MANOVA) followed by post-hoc Bonferroni tests to compute
differences in characteristics between layers or stimulation electrodes.
Levene’s tests were used to test for homogeneity. When assumptions for

5
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parametric tests were not met Kruskal-Wallis followed by Mann-Whitney U
tests were performed. We applied a Bonferroni correction to adjust for multiple
comparisons. To analyze the changes in the evoked EPSP (eEPSP) amplitude
within a train of four stimulations at different frequencies with different
stimulation electrodes, a repeated measures analysis was used followed by
paired t-tests. The first ePSP amplitude was used as a covariate.

5

Histological processing of slices. After recording, the slices were fixed in 4 %
paraformaldehyde for up to one week. In case slices were used for optical
recordings, they were subsequently kept in PBS with 30 % sucrose for more
than 10 hours and cut at 40-50 µm thickness with the use of a freezing
microtome. Mounted sections were Nissl stained with cresyl violet and
coverslipped using entallan. Digital images of sections were combined with the
optical imaging data, to identify the region in which changes in neural firing
occurred.
In case of slices used for single cell recordings, they were put in
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO)/glycerin (2 % DMSO and 20 % glycerin in
phosphate buffer; pH 7.4). Slices were resectioned into 120 µm thick sections
with a freezing microtome, subsequently washed 3 X 10 minutes in 0.125 M
PB (pH 7.4), treated with 0.3 % H 2 O 2 followed by rinsing in Tris buffered saline
(TBS-TX; 0.606 % Tris, 0.875 % NaCl, 5 % Triton, filled up with distilled water,
pH 7.6) 3 X 10 minutes. Slices were subsequently incubated in a solution of
avidin-biotinylated-horseradish
peroxidase
complex
(ABC,
Vector
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) in TBS-TX (24 hours at room temperature
or 48 hours at 4°C according to the specifications of the supplier). Peroxidase
activity was visualized by incubation for 5 - 15 minutes in DAB-Ni in 0.125 PB
(pH 7.6) and H 2 O 2 . After washing in Tris-HCl buffer (0.606 % Tris in distilled
water; pH 7.6 with HCl) 3 X 10 minutes, the sections were mounted on glass
slides from a buffered gelatin solution (0.2 % gelatin in Tris-HCl; 35°C) and
carefully dried for at least 48 hours. Sections were dehydrated and
coverslipped with entellan (Merck, Darmstad, Germany). Neurons were
analyzed and manually reconstructed with Leica or Zeiss up-right
microscopes, using a 40 X objective and Neurolucida software (Neurolucida,
MicroBrightField, Williston, VT, USA).

5.2

Results

In a first series of experiments using voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) imaging and
single neuron recordings, we established when functional connections from
PaS to MEC develop. In a second series similar experiments were performed
to study when PrS to MEC connections become functional. VSD imaging
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provides an efficient way to asses the developmental patterns of projections
from PaS and PrS with the MEC network, be it poly-or monosynaptic, at
different postnatal ages in terms of overall efficacy and laminar profiles. For
VSD imaging experiments we made use of a bipolar stimulating electrode
positioned in either PrS or PaS. Such an electrode stimulates a large volume
of tissue and thereby the chances for finding functional connectivity increase.
The way we applied VSD imaging, it is not sensitive enough to examine the
connections at a single neuron level. Therefore, the inputs of PrS and PaS
were also analyzed using single neuron recordings in MEC, while stimulating
PaS or PrS extracellularly. For stimulation we either used a bipolar stimulation
electrode to compare the responses we obtained with VSD imaging, or we
used a single glass electrode to decrease the volume of tissue being excited,
to decrease the chance of stimulating passing fibers or antidromic stimulation,
and to check for potential monosynaptic events. In case of the single neuron
recordings, the analyses were focused to principal neurons in LII and LIII since
they form the densest terminal layer of inputs from PaS and PrS,
14, 15, 25
. The analyses were further restricted to principal neurons
respectively
positioned fairly medially in these two layers since VSD data indicate the
strongest responses in that area, in line with our previous report that in slices
this part of the connectivity is best maintained in the slice preparation we
18
used .
Parasubiculum to MEC Connectivity
Before P9, we did not observe any measurable optical signals in MEC (Suppl.
Fig. 1A) in response to bipolar PaS stimulation. To ascertain that the
superficial MEC network is potentially able to receive inputs we stimulated
MEC intrinsically at P7 and found that intrinsic stimulation in layer V (LV)
induces an optical signal in superficial MEC layers (Suppl. Fig. 1E).
Intracellular recordings of postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) in MEC LII neurons
while stimulating PaS with either a bipolar or pipette stimulation electrode
revealed that irrespective of stimulation strength, stimulation frequency, or
duration at P5 to P6, no PSPs in MEC were observed (Suppl. Fig.1B). At P7
the first indications for functional projections of PaS to MEC LII principal
neurons were visible (N=2), but only using strong extracellular stimulation (45
mV). Evoked excitatory postsynaptic potentials (eEPSPs) had a latency of 7.8
± 0.4 ms and a failure rate of around 95 percent suggesting that the induced
responses were not monosynaptic. The morphology of the principal neurons
that we recorded from was very immature with only few stubby dendrites
leaving the soma (Suppl. Fig. 1B).

5
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Supplementary Figure 1: No membrane changes are observed in MEC in response to PrS and

5

PaS before P7 and P8 respectively (A and C) (Left) Picture of a semihorizontal brain section of a
P6 or P7 old animal with a stimulation electrode (A) in PaS or (C) in PrS. To the right, optical
signal traces obtained from MEC LII, LIII, and LV respectively, of the boxed areas indicated to the
left. (E) Picture of a semihorizontal brain section of a P7 old animal with a stimulation electrode in
MEC. To the right, optical signal traces obtained from MEC LII, LIII, and lateral LIII, respectively,
of the boxed areas indicated to the left. (B and D) Drawings of a standard horizontal rat brain slice
used to study contacts between PrS or PaS and MEC. A drawing of a representative (B) LII or (C)
LIII principal neuron recorded from intracellularly (black pipette) is presented with dendrites and
soma in black. (B) The grey pipette stimulation electrode indicates the stimulation position in
superficial PaS. (D) The blue pipette stimulation electrode indicates the stimulation position in
superficial PrS. Note, the morphology of LII and LIII principal neurons look immature. (B and D) To
the right, ten voltage responses of a typical (A) LII and (B) LIII principal neuron in response to (A)
PaS and (B) PrS stimulation, respectively. Below the voltage traces the membrane potential is
indicated.

Network recordings. Measurable optical signals in MEC, indicative for
depolarizing synaptic events were first observed around P9 using a four-pulse
stimulation superficially in PaS. A subsequent analysis was carried out on
2
optical signals obtained from a restricted area (0.03 mm ) of all MEC cell
layers in different age groups (P9-11, P12-14, P15-17, and P28-30) using 20
Hz stimulation (Figs. 1A and 1B). Around P9, optical signals changes in MEC
were mainly seen in LII and LIII. With increasing age, the optical signals in LII
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and LIII increased in amplitude. Around P10 to P11, changes in optical signals
occurred in LV and layer VI (LVI) as well. In this age group (P9-11), the
strongest responses were observed in LII showing marked facilitation at all
stimulation frequencies. Second strongest were the prominent responses in
LIII with facilitation from the first to the last stimulus. In contrast, the responses
in deep layers (LV/LVI) were weak, and no clear signs of facilitation were
seen. After the last applied stimuli the average decay time of the optical signal
back to baseline, measured by fitting a curve from 25 ms up to 400 ms after
the last stimulus to the negative slope, was faster in LII (104.86 ms) compared
to LIII (127.48 ms). Decay times in deep layers were not measured due to the
overall depletion of signals.

5

Figure 1: Optical signal traces in MEC after 20 Hz PaS stimulation (A) Representative Nisslstained slice illustrating the position of the bipolar stimulation electrode in PaS and the position of
four pixels in LII-LVI (light to dark grey respectively) from which the optical responses in (B) are
collected. The pixel size is 0.03 mm2. (B) Optical signal traces from different MEC layers obtained
from areas indicated in (A). Left top: average signal traces of age group P9-11 (N=28). Right top:
average signal traces of age group P12-14 (N=32). Left bottom: average signal traces of age
group P15-17 (N=26). Right bottom: average signal traces of age group P28-30 (N=17). Dashed
vertical line indicates the onset of stimulation (20 Hz). (C) Relative sizes of total membrane
potential changes in LII, averaged for each studied age. The signals are collected from LII
indicated from a similar area as indicated in (A). The error bars indicate the s.e.m. and N numbers
are indicated above each column.

From age group P12-14 onwards, responses in deep but also superficial
layers became stronger, reaching amplitudes similar to those observed in LII
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(Fig. 1B). Signal sizes in LV were significantly bigger compared to signal sizes
of all other layers (ANOVA followed by Ryan comparing signal sizes between
layers: LV versus LII p < 0.05, LV versus LIII p < 0.05, LV versus LVI p <
0.05, all others not significant (ns)). The decay time for reaching baseline level
after stimulation of PaS was still the shortest in LII (84.84 ms) compared to all
other layers (LIII 118.87 ms, LV 117.25 ms, LVI 127.88 ms).
In age group P15-17, the response patterns and the facilitation observed were
similar to those of the P12-14 group, but the signal sizes in all layers were a bit
smaller (Fig. 1B). Signal sizes in LV were still significantly bigger compared to
other MEC layers (ANOVA followed by Ryan comparing signal sizes between
layers: LV versus LII p < 0.01, LV versus LIII p < 0.05, LV versus LVI signal
size p < 0.05, all others ns). The decay time in all layers increased with LII still
having the shortest decay time (LII 43.98 ms, LIII 66.06 ms, LV 55.25 ms, LVI
53.60 ms).
The oldest age group showed even smaller signals, although all layers still
showed weak facilitation, except LII (Fig. 1B). Also in this age group LII had
the shortest decay time back to baseline after applied stimuli (LII 18.75 ms,
LIII 61.54 ms, LV 52.21 ms, LVI 31.68 ms).
To establish when stimulation of PaS resulted in an adultlike signal, we refined
and quantified the analysis for LII in response to PaS stimulation. We analyzed
2
the average changes in optical signal from an area of 0.03 mm , which
encompasses the radial extent of LII for single days from P9 to P17 and from
P28 to P30. From P9 onwards there were membrane potential changes in
response to 1 Hz stimulation. Compared to P9 the induced signal sizes
increase significantly in P10 to P15 (Table 1).

Table 1: Statistical analysis was done by using an ANOVA followed by post-hoc Ryan tests to
compute differences in the size of the evoked neural events in LII after PaS stimulation, averaged
for each studied age.

From P14 onwards, the induced signal sizes were getting smaller. After P14 no
changes in signal size were observed (Table 1 and Fig. 1C). Corroborative
data were found in response to repetitive stimulation with the induced signal
size reduction after P14 being more prominent in lower frequency stimulation
(10 / 20 Hz, Suppl. Fig. 2B and Fig. 1B).
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Supplementary Figure 2: Measurement from MEC LII or LIII after PaS or PrS stimulation,
respectively. (A and C) Representative Nissl-stained slice illustrating the position of a pixel of a
representative area selected for all age groups and frequencies from which the optical signals are
collected to measure membrane potential changes. (A) The pixel size is 0.03 mm2 in response to
PaS stimulation and (C) 0.076 mm2 in response to PrS stimulation. (B and D) Relative sizes total
membrane potential changes averaged for each studied age in response to different stimulation
frequencies of (B) PaS or (D) PrS. The error bars indicate the s.e.m. and N numbers are indicated
above each column.
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Single neuron recordings. We performed single neuron recordings, while
stimulating PaS with a pipette stimulation electrode to assess whether
postsynaptic events occur in MEC LII at P9. At P8 the latencies were short
(latency 5.1 ± 0.2 ms; N=4), suggesting that connections were
15
monosynaptic , yet the failure rate of synaptic events was high (80 percent)
and no responses were visible at minimum stimulation. From P9 on, the
postsynaptic potentials (PSPs), which were excitatory, were stable in response
to pipette stimulation (failure rate 2 percent, Figs. 2A, 2B and 2D), eEPSPs
were seen in response to minimum stimulation, and the latencies were short
(4.8 ± 0.07 ms). Also bipolar stimulation led to monosynaptic activity in LII
principal neurons from P9 onwards (Suppl. Fig. 3A).

5
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Figure 2: First indications for evoked PSPs in MEC at P9 in response to PaS stimulation. (A)
Drawings of a standard horizontal rat brain slice used to study contacts between PaS and MEC.
The grey pipette stimulation electrode indicates the stimulation position in superficial PaS. For
each age group, a drawing of a representative principal neuron recorded from intracellularly (black
pipette) is presented with dendrites and soma in black and axons in red. (B) The average wave
form of an eEPSP in MEC LII, in response to 1 Hz PaS stimulation. (C) The average amplitudes ±
s.e.m. of eEPSPs in response to four repetitive stimulations. Significance is indicated with * and
the corresponding p value. (D) Single eEPSPs in response to 1 Hz (top) or 20 Hz (bottom) PaS
stimulation, as recorded in either LII (light grey), LIII (grey) or LV (dark grey). Below every trace
the membrane potential of the neuron is indicated. Pink dotted lines indicate the time points of
stimulation. (B and D) Number of neurons measured per age group is indicated with (N=).

5
Supplementary Figure 3: Single evoked eEPSPs in MEC in response to bipolar stimulation of
either PrS or PaS for the different age groups. (A-B) Single eEPSPs in response to (A) a 1 Hz
PaS stimulation while recording in MEC LII and (B) in response to PrS stimulation while recording
in LIII in (left) P9-11, (middle) P12-14 and (right) P15-17 old rats. N: Number of neurons is
indicated.

We subsequently compared the properties of eEPSPs following single pipette
stimulation at different postnatal ages. The latency of onset of the eEPSPs in
LII principal cells, measured from the start of the stimulation artifact until the
start of the eEPSP, did not change significantly during development, and there
was also no change in the rise time. The decay time decreased significantly
(Table 2) with age group P9-11, P12-14 and P15-17 having a significantly
longer decay time than age group P28-30. This led to a significantly smaller
eEPSP half-width of age group P28-30 compared to age groups P9-11 and
P12-14 (Table 2 and Fig. 2B).
Repetitive PaS stimulation of 20 Hz led to significant facilitation of the eEPSP
amplitude in P9-11 old LII principal neurons. In all other age groups there was
a tendency for the eEPSPs to depress their amplitudes. This is comparable to
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what we saw in the optical signal in the old P28-30 group. In addition to the
observed responses in LII principal neurons, stimulation of PaS resulted in
ePSPs in MEC LIII principal neurons from P9/10 onwards (latency 5.9 ± 0.2
ms, failure rate 5 %, N=6) and in MEC LV principal neurons from P12/13
(latency 5.5 ± 0.3 ms, 9 % failure rate; N=4; Fig 2D).

Table 2: Properties of eEPSPs in MEC LII in response to single parasubicular stimulation.
The columns of the table represent four different age groups (P9-11, P12-14, P15-17, and P28-30)
starting at P9-11, when the first indications for stable monosynaptic contacts between PaS and LII
were found. The number of neurons measured per age group is indicated with (N=). Data for each
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individual neuron entered in the analysis are the means of 50 replications for each condition. The
rows represent average eEPSP parameters of all neurons/age group ± s.e.m.. Assumptions for
parametric tests were not met for all significant values in this table. Therefore Kruskal-Wallis
followed by Mann-Whitney U tests were performed and Bonferroni correction applied. Significance
is indicated with ^ and the corresponding p value if data were significantly different from age group
P28-30 and with * if significantly different from P15-17.
Row description. Evoked EPSP amplitude: The measured eEPSP amplitude from baseline to peak
after single PaS stimulation; eEPSP latency: measured from the beginning of the artifact until start
of the eEPSP; eEPSP rise time and decay time: Calculated by fitting a double exponential curve to
the eEPSP; Half-width: Is the width at 50 percent of the amplitude.

During development changes in the amplitude of the optical signal in LII as
well as changes in properties of single eEPSPs occurred (Fig. 1C). Differences
in intrinsic membrane properties may occur during development, which may in
18, 26, 27
. Therefore we studied
turn result in differences in synaptic integration
whether during development membrane properties in LII change, potentially
underlying changes in synaptic integration of inputs.
Development of physiology of MEC LII principal neurons. Before P14 LII
principal neurons had a resonance frequency lower than theta (Table 3),
whereas after P14 the frequency increased up to the theta range (Table 3 and
Fig. 3). The same held for membrane potential oscillations. In young animals,
up to P11, principal neurons showed no oscillations but from P12-14 onwards
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the first indications for rhythmic activity occurred but these rhythmic periods
were still mixed with époques without oscillations (Table 3 and Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Properties of LII principal neurons in MEC change during development. (A-D) Voltage
responses of one typical LII principal neuron per age group (A) P9-11, (B) P12-14, (C) P15-17,
and (D) P28-30. Number of neurons measured per age group is indicated with (N=). (A-D) (1st
column) Voltage responses of typical LII principal neurons to a weak hyperpolarizing and
depolarizing 1 s current step just reaching firing threshold. The insets in all cases show a zoom in
of 20 ms, displaying the AP afterpotentials. (2nd column) the voltage responses to a ±200 pA step
of 1 s. (3rd column) A voltage response of the same neuron shown in the first two columns in
response to a ZAP stimulus. (4th column) Membrane fluctuations recorded just below firing
threshold. In all subfigures the average membrane potential is indicated right below the individual
voltage traces.

From P15 on, the frequency of oscillations increased significantly, reaching the
theta range and stayed constant till P28-30 (Table 3). The input resistance in
contrast showed a trend to decrease from P9 to P30 whereas the current
needed to reach AP threshold from a non significantly different resting
membrane potential (P9-11 60 ± 12 mV, P12-14 63 ± 1.50 mV, P15-17 62 ±,
1.50 mV, P28-30 59 ± 1.31 mV) was lower in young animals compared to old
ones (Table 3). The time constant decreased significantly from P9-11 to P2830 old animals (Table 3). Animals of all age groups had low sag ratio being not
significantly different between age groups (P9-11 0.66 ± 0.02, P12-14 0.73 ±
0.03, P15-17 0.70 ±, 0.04 P28-30 0.56 ± 0.05).
From P9 onwards, LII principal neurons showed properties of intrinsic bursting
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neurons (Figs. 3A and 3B), with depolarizing afterpotentials (DAPs) after the
first spike (Fig. 3). The amplitude of DAPs increased during development but
not significantly (Table 3). The rise time of action potentials (APs) increased
significantly from P9-11 to P12-14 after which it stabilized. The AP half-width
was significantly smaller in age group P28-30 compared to age groups P9-11
and P12-14.
Morphologically, at P7/8 principal neurons already had apical dendrites
traveling up to the pia and occasionally basal dendrites spread into LIII (Suppl.
Fig. 1B). Visual inspection of the neurons revealed that only occasional spines
were located on the apical and basal dendrites and that the overall
morphology is rudimentary. From P9/10 onwards the morphology looks
already more mature with longer dendrites and axons but spine density (data
not shown) and the axonal and dendritic tree morphology (Fig. 2B) indicated
that these neurons are still not adultlike. From P14 onwards, principal neurons
28
looked more adultlike with spine density still maturing (data not shown) .
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Table 3: Properties of MEC LII neurons during different developmental stages.
Table summarizing the biophysical properties of LII neurons of different age groups. The total
number of neurons measured per age group is indicated with (N=). The rows represent average
LII principal neuron characteristics of all neurons/age group ± s.e.m.. Differences between the
data points are considered statistically significant at p < 0.05. Homogeneity was tested with
Levene’s test. Assumptions for parametric tests were not met for membrane potential oscillations
and current to reach threshold firing. Then Kruskal-Wallis followed by Mann-U Whitney tests were
performed instead. Significance is indicated with ^ and the corresponding p value if data were
significantly different from age group P28-30 and with a * if data were significantly different from
age group P15-17.
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Column description. The resonance frequency is the peak in the impedance magnitude versus the
frequency plot calculated by dividing the voltage response by the current input. Membrane
potential oscillation frequencies were analyzed for power spectral density. Input resistance is
measured by dividing the amplitude of the voltage response with that of the current step injected
by fitting a double exponential curve to a -200 pA voltage response. The current to reach threshold
firing is the current that is needed for an AP to occur. The time constant (tau) is the time it takes
for the voltage deflection in response to a negative current step to reach 63 percent of its maximal
value. We measured it in response to a -200 pA step. The DAP was calculated by first measuring
the maximal depolarizing voltage deflection after the first AP induced. Then the difference
between the amplitude of the depolarizing afterpotential and the amplitude of the threshold for
firing was calculated; The AP rise time is the time of the AP to increase from 20 percent to 80
percent for the first AP in response to a weak current injection. AP half-width is measured at 50
percent of the AP amplitude of the first AP in response to a weak current step.

Presubiculum to MEC Connectivity
VSD imaging revealed that in response to PrS stimulation no induced signal in
MEC was observed before P9 (Suppl. Fig. 1C). Single neuron recordings
performed in slices from animals younger than P8 did not yield any evoked
responses in MEC LIII in response to PrS pipette (Suppl. Fig. 1D) and bipolar
stimulation.
Network recordings. Projections from PrS to MEC became functional around
the same time (P9) as projections from PaS. At P9-11, signal trace comparison
clearly showed slightly facilitating responses in LIII but not in other layers after
PrS stimulation (Figs. 4A and 4B). The decay time of the optical responses
after the last stimulus back to baseline was only measured in LIII (243.93 ms)
due to rapid signal depletion in other layers.
Between P12 and P14 the responses were significantly weaker in LII
compared to the strong and facilitating responses in LIII, LV and LVI (ANOVA
followed by Ryan comparing signal sizes between layers: LII versus LIII p <
0.001, LII versus LV p < 0.001, LII versus LVI p < 0.001). Induced signal sizes
in LIII were smaller than the induced signal sizes observed in deep MEC
(ANOVA followed by Ryan comparing signal sizes between layers: LIII versus
LV p < 0.001, LIII versus LVI p < 0.001, others ns). In LV and LVI the signal
sizes increase significantly compared to P9-11 (ANOVA with t-tests for induced
signal sizes comparing age groups: LV P9-11 versus P12-14 p < 0.01, LVI P911 versus P12-14 p < 0.01, others ns). The decay time of the signal after the
last stimulus was shortest in LVI (99.05 ms), followed by LV (142.68 ms) and
LIII (292.28 ms). The decay time of LII was not measured in response to PrS
stimulation due to the small signals.
In age group P15-17, LV and LVI showed the largest responses, followed by
responses in LIII (Fig. 4B; ANOVA followed by Ryan comparing signal sizes
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between layers: LII versus LIII p < 0.05, LII versus LV p < 0.001, LII versus
LVI p < 0.001, LIII versus LV p < 0.01, LIII versus LVI p < 0.01, LV versus LVI
ns). LIII responses became weaker compared to P12-14 young animals,
especially superficially in LIII (Fig. 1C and Table 4). The decay time was
similar in all cell layers with LIII having the longest decay time (LIII 73.78 ms,
LV 63.58 ms, LVI 64.57 ms).

Figure 4: Optical signal traces in MEC after 20 Hz PrS stimulation (A) Representative Nisslstained slice illustrating the position of the bipolar stimulation electrode in PrS and the position of
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four pixels in LII-LVI (light to dark blue respectively) from which the optical responses in (B) are
collected. The pixel size is 0.03 mm2. (B) Optical signal traces from different MEC layers obtained
from areas indicated in (A). Left top: average signal traces of age group P9-11 (N=28). Right top:
average signal traces of age group P12-14 (N=32). Left bottom: average signal traces of age
group P15-17 (N=26). Right bottom: average signal traces of age group P28-30 (N=17). Dashed
vertical line indicates the onset of stimulation (20 Hz). (C) Relative sizes of total membrane
potential changes in LII, averaged for each studied age. The signals are collected from LII
indicated from a similar area as indicated in (A). The error bars indicate the s.e.m. and N numbers
are indicated above each column.

The oldest age group showed smaller signals in all layers, except for LII,
where the signal was small throughout all ages (Fig. 4B). The decay times
were similar in all layers (LIII 32.38 ms, LV 40.91 ms and LVI 34.64 ms) and
shorter compared to the previous age group (P15-17).
Following PrS stimulation, the optical signal in LIII increased from P9-11 till
P12-14 but the signal diminished again in older ages. Signals in LII, LV and
LVI did not show striking age-related changes after P14. We measured the
signal sizes of neural events in LIII during development (Fig. 4B). Optical
signal was measured for single days from P9 to P17 and from P28 to P30,
2
from an area of 0.076 mm , which included almost all LIII cells close to the
border (Fig. 3A). Similar to the result of PaS, from P10 onwards, clear
membrane potential changes were observed (Fig. 4C, Table 4 and Suppl. Fig.
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2D). After P10 the induced responses stayed constant until P15. From P15
onwards the signal is significantly smaller than the signals observed in P11 to
P14 old animals (Table 4). Similar results were obtained in response to
repetitive stimulation of PrS with different frequencies, with the decrease in the
induced signal size obtained from P15 onwards being more pronounced at
lower stimulation frequencies (10 Hz / 20 Hz; Fig. 4C, and Suppl. Fig. 2D).
After P14 no clear changes in signal size were observed.

Table 4: Statistical analysis was done by using an ANOVA followed by post-hoc Ryan tests to
compute differences in the size of the evoked neural events in LIII after PrS stimulation, averaged
for each studied age

Single neuron recordings. From P8 onwards, evoked responses were
observed in LIII principal neurons following PrS pipette (Figs 5A, 5B and 5D)
and bipolar stimulation (latency 5.34 ± 0.4 ms). Between P9 and P11 the
synapses between PrS and LIII principal neurons had a high failure rate (60
percent; N=5) but occasionally principal neurons reacted to minimum PrS
pipette and bipolar stimulation (Suppl. Fig. 3B).
Between P12-14 monosynaptic eEPSPs were observed in LIII in response to
PrS minimum stimulation and the failure rate of synaptic events decreased to
2.8 ± 1.01 % (Figs. 5A, 5B and 5D). At P15-17 and from P28-30 monosynaptic
events (Figs. 5A, 5B and 5D) were recorded after minimum stimulation, with a
latency comparable to the latencies of younger principal neurons (Table 5) and
a low failure rate (P15-17 3.4 ± 1.02 percent; N=5 and P28-30 4.2 ± 1.06
percent; N=5). The synaptic properties of PrS inputs to LIII principal neurons
did not change consistently (Table 5), except that 20 Hz stimulation of PrS lead
to significant facilitation in LIII principal neurons of the youngest age group
(P9-11) but not in the other age groups (Fig. 5C).
In addition to evoked responses in LIII, activation of PrS induced also ePSPs
in LII (latency 4.6 ± 0.6 ms, 16 percent failure rate; N=2) from P9 onwards. In
LV we recorded ePSPs in principal neurons from P12 onwards (latency 4.5 ±
0.3 ms, 9 percent failure rate; N=4; Fig. 5D).
These data suggest that PrS to MEC network connectivity starts looking
adultlike around P14 because after P14 optical signal changes did not change
in amplitude anymore (Figs. 4B and 4C). Single neuron recordings did not
reveal consistent changes in eEPSP properties throughout development.
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Figure 5: First indications for evoked PSPs in MEC at P9 in response to PrS stimulation. (A)
Drawings of a standard horizontal rat brain slice used to study contacts between PrS and MEC.
The blue pipette stimulation electrode indicates the stimulation position in superficial PrS. For
each age group, a drawing of a representative principal neuron recorded from intracellularly (black
pipette) is presented with dendrites and soma in black and axons in red. (B) The average
waveform of an eEPSP in MEC LIII, in response to 1 Hz PaS stimulation. (C) The average
amplitudes ± s.e.m. of eEPSPs in response to four repetitive stimulations. Significance is indicated
with * and the corresponding p value. (D) Single eEPSPs in response to 1 Hz (top) or 20 Hz
(bottom) PaS stimulation, as recorded in either LII (light grey), LIII (grey) or LV (dark grey). Below
every trace the membrane potential of the neuron is indicated. Pink dotted lines indicate the time
points of stimulation. (B and D) Number of neurons measured per age group is indicated with
(N=).
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Table 5: Properties of single eEPSPs in MEC LIII after presubiculum stimulation.
Columns of the table represent four different age groups starting at P9, when the first indications
for stable monosynaptic contacts between PrS and LIII were found until the young adult situation.
The number of neurons measured per age group is indicated with (N=). Data for each individual
neuron entered in the analysis are the means of 50 replications for each condition. The rows
represent average eEPSP parameters of all neurons/age group ± s.e.m.. Assumptions for
parametric tests were not met for all significant values in this table. Therefore Kruskal-Wallis
followed by Mann-Whitney U tests were performed and Bonferroni correction applied. Significance
is indicated with ^ and the corresponding p value if data were significantly different from age group
P28-30. Evoked EPSP amplitude: The measured eEPSP amplitude from baseline to peak after
single PaS stimulation; eEPSP latency: measured from the beginning of the artifact until start of
the eEPSP; eEPSP rise time, decay time and half-width: see legend Table 1.

Development of physiology of MEC LIII neurons. During postnatal
development, significant changes in membrane properties and intrinsic firing
frequencies of MEC LIII were observed (Fig. 6). The input resistance
decreased significantly from P9-11 to P28-30 (Table 6) with no significant
differences between input resistance of age group P15-17 and P28-30. The
current to reach firing threshold from a comparable membrane potential (P9-11
63.13 ± 4.08 mV, P12-14 54.14 ± 5.14 mV, P15-17 64.94 ± 4.45 mV, P28-30
64.29 ± 5.6 mV), the time constant tau and AP rise time did not change
throughout development. The AP half-width decreased significantly from age
group P9-12 and P12-14 to age group P28-30, and from P9-11 to P15-17. The
intrinsic firing frequency of LIII principal neurons changed during development.
Weak depolarization led to a significantly shorter inter-spike-intervals (ISIs) in
P15-17 compared to P28-30 old animals. Additionally, P9-11 and P12-14 old
LIII principal neurons fired with a briefer ISI during the first two APs compared
to P28-30 old animals in response to weak and +200 pA stimulation (Table 6).
LIII principal neurons changed from bursting to fast regular firing neurons
around P14 (Table 6 and Figs. 6B and 6C). From the beginning of the
development onwards, LIII principal neurons had no membrane potential
oscillations and resonance properties, and sag potentials (P9-11 0.93 ± 0.47,
P12-14 0.91 ± 0.06 mV, P15-17 0.89 ± 0.05, P28-30 0.92 ± 0.07) similar to
29
what has been reported in young adult animals .
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Figure 6: Properties of LIII principal neurons in MEC change during development. (A-D) Voltage
responses of one typical LIII principal neuron per age group (A) P9-11, (B) P12-14, (C) P15-17,
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and (D) P28-30. Number of neurons measured per age group is indicated with (N=). (A-D) (1st
column) Voltage responses of typical LIII principal neurons to a weak hyperpolarizing and
depolarizing 1 s current step just reaching firing threshold. The insets in all cases show a zoom in
of 20 ms, displaying the AP afterpotentials. (2nd column) the voltage responses to a ±200 pA step
of 1 s. (3rd column) A voltage response of the same neuron shown in the first two columns in
response to a ZAP stimulus. (4th column) Membrane fluctuations recorded just below firing
threshold. In all subfigures the average membrane potential is indicated right below the individual
voltage traces.

Morphologically, P9 LIII principal neurons already had apical dendrites
reaching the pia and basal dendrites within LIII (Fig. 4A). Also occasional
axons spread within LIII and deep MEC layers. Morphologically LIII neurons
looked more mature at P9 (Figs. 2 and 5) compared to LII neuron even though
spine density still continued to mature over time (data not shown).
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Table 6: Properties of MEC LIII neurons during different developmental stages.
Table summarizing the biophysical properties of LIII neurons of different age groups. The total
number of neurons measured per age group is indicated with (N=). The rows represent average
LIII principal neuron characteristics of all neurons/age group ± s.e.m.. Differences between the
data points are considered statistically significant at p < 0.05. Homogeneity was tested with a
Levene’s test. Significance is indicated with ^ and the corresponding p value if data were
significantly different from age group P28-30, with a * if data were significantly different from age
group P15-17.
Column description. Input resistance is measured by dividing the amplitude of the voltage
response with that of the current step injected by fitting a double exponential curve to a -200 pA
voltage response. The current to reach threshold firing is the current that is needed for an AP to
occur. The time constant (tau) is the time it takes for the voltage deflection in response to a
negative current step to reach 63 percent of its maximal value. We measured it in response to a
-200 pA step. The AP rise time is the time of the AP to increase from 20 percent to 80 percent for
the first AP in response to a weak current injection. AP half-width is measured at 50 percent of the
AP amplitude of the first AP in response to a weak current step. The ISI is calculated for the first
and second spike in response to a weak and +200 pA step.

5.3

Discussion

The development of functional connectivity from PaS and PrS to MEC was
studied by performing VSD imaging experiments together with single whole
cell recordings in rat brain slices from P5-30 old animals. We conclude that
immature monosynaptic connections from both PaS and PrS to MEC start at
P7-8, and develop over the course of a few days so that they become more
reliable around P9-11, reaching almost adultlike levels around P14 in case of
inputs from PaS and P15 in case of inputs from PrS. At early stages of
development, PaS provides an excitatory monosynaptic drive mainly but not
exclusively to LII of MEC, whereas PrS monosynaptically connects to MEC LIII
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and LII. From P12 on, PrS and PaS activation leads to strong depolarization in
all MEC layers, except for LII in response to PrS stimulation. From P15
onwards network activity data reveal that depolarization in MEC LIII
diminishes, likely due to an increase in inhibition, which has been shown to be
25
a relevant factor in population activity in adult animals .
These results indicate that functional projections from PaS and PrS to MEC
develop before immature grid cells have been observed in MEC at P16 and
long before grid cells have adultlike properties which happens around P2816, 17
.
30
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The parahippocampal network around P9-11. The majority of neurons in the
30, 31
. This implies that all individual
PrS, PaS and MEC are formed before birth
neuronal elements in PrS, PaS as well as MEC are likely to be in place around
birth. However, even one week postnatally, these neurons are morphologically
immature (O’Reilly, personal communication), and axonal connections may not
have formed yet. Own unpublished data indicate that projections from PaS to
MEC can be anatomically traced from P3 onwards (O’Reilly, personal
communication), yet the present data indicate that these projections are not
functional before P8. The fact that stimulation of LV in MEC resulted in local
activation of LII and LIII indicates that at least part of the intrinsic network of
MEC is already functionally connected around P7/8, suggesting that although
inputs from PrS and PaS are likely to be in existence at that age, they cannot
drive the existing local MEC neuronal elements reliably. It has been shown that
the synaptic wiring of the brain may be structured normally even without the
presence of any synaptic release as shown in mutant mice that lack the
32, 33
.
expression of Munc-18, a protein that is obligatory in vesicle exocytosis
Alternatively, it may be that the inputs from PaS and PrS are different from
local connections in that they may depend more on the development of distal
portions of the dendrite of their target cells. The latter suggestion may be in
line with observations that the spine density on P5 EC LII neurons is much
less than the spine density on P14 neurons. Also the neuron morphology in
such young animals seems to be immature in that there is an overall lack of
well-developed distal dendrites (O’Reilly, personal communication).
Both the VSD imaging data as well as the single cells recordings indicated that
at this early age, both PrS and PaS stimulation mainly evoked responses in LII
and LIII, whereas responses in LV and LVI in case of VSD imaging, are weak
to absent. In case of LV neurons this may be caused by the fact that these
cells do not yet have fully developed apical dendrites (O’Reilly personal
communication) or because even if there is an immature apical dendrite, it
lacks spines. Yet, these LV neurons already seem to have a functional axonal
plexus targeting superficial layers in MEC in view of the VSD observations
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showing that stimulation in LV produced local depolarizing events in LII and
LIII.
The parahippocampal network between P12-15. Around P12 the network and
neuronal responses in MEC are changing in two main aspects. Upon PrS and
PaS stimulation, responses in LV and LVI become more proficient, those in LII
stabilize and in case of PrS stimulation, evoked depolarizing responses in LIII
diminish to the point that they become essentially absent. The overall
increased responsiveness of MEC deep layers is in line with what has been
18
and this may reflect an overall
reported previously in P20-P30 animals
increased maturity of the physiology, the apical dendrite, and more in particular
34
the increasing density of spines when the animal gets older . The maturing
physiology of LII principal neurons before P14 indicates that receptors such as
I h and I NaP , which are responsible for membrane oscillations and resonance
28
properties in the theta range of mature LII stellate cells, still develop . After
P14 these typical characteristics look more adultlike, which suggests that
26
become
integrative properties relying on intrinsic membrane properties
stable around that age, even though it has been shown that profiles of
28, 35
. The most striking
individual LII neurons still show changes after P30
developmental change emerging from this study is the rather abrupt changes
seen in response properties of principal neurons in LIII. Whereas in early
postnatal periods up to P15 principal neurons are easily depolarized, from P15
onwards the overall response of this layer upon stimulation of either input
structure is essentially absent. This is in line with the previously reported
situation in adult animals where it has been postulated that in particular inputs
25
form PrS exert an overall inhibitory effect on the LIII postsynaptic network .
This rather abrupt change in network properties may relate to the so called
36, 37
. The exact
GABAshift that occurs in the cortex some time after birth
timing of such a phenomenon if present needs further study.
The parahippocampal network before and after P15. The current observations
strongly support the notion that the development of projections form PrS and
PaS to MEC are such that inputs from both structures exert functional effects
on the MEC network before P15 but that they reach adultlike properties around
P15. This implies that inputs from the head direction system are fully functional
before the animals open their eyes and start to actively explore their
environment. The question remains whether it is the case that these early
inputs already provide head directional codes to MEC. Essential information
on the development of the head directional system to answer this question is
lacking. In adults it is well known that the head directional signal in PrS
depends on inputs from the vestibular system that are mediated through a
sequence of connections relating the brainstem vestibular nucleus, via the
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tegmental nucleus of Gudden and the lateral mammillary nucleus to the
anterior complex of the thalamus, which provides a main input to both PrS and
38-46
47
; for review see . Lesions along this line of connections disable the
PaS
21, 48
. Not much is known about the development
head directional signal in PrS
of this chain of connections but sparse data indicate that head direction cells
are present in PrS at P14, whereas in PaS and in MEC they are stable and
16, 17
.
adultlike at P15
We described that the inputs from PrS and PaS start around P9 and become
functional and adultlike around P15, just around the moment that rat pups
have their eyes fully open but still way before MEC grid cells are adultlike
16, 17
. This makes it likely that PrS and PaS play an important role
around P30
in the development and maintenance of MEC functionality even before eye
49
opening . Our data suggest that if the head direction information enters MEC
via PrS and PaS, head direction cells in MEC may not be very prominent
before P9. Whether MEC is fully dependent on PrS and PaS inputs for head
direction coding and whether head direction coding cells exist in PrS and PaS
as early as P9 or even before remains to be studied.
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